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ABSTRACT
The interactive nature of video games offers players unique playthroughs of the same game.
Choices made during gameplay, despite going through the same narrative story, create a journey
that differs from other players. Music can help support a player’s connection to the game’s
characters and narrative while also providing information to the player to guide their decisions.
Ludomusicological studies in the past have shown how music can support a game’s narrative,
while also serving to inform players of changes in game states. The usability function of music,
while crucial in this overall sonic experience, is not the sole purpose that music can fulfill. An
area in ludomusicological research that’s less explored is understanding how a composer’s intent
for their music is not indicative of the player experience but rather influences the way players
play the game and how they are emotionally impacted by the music. Combat scenarios are an
effective area that showcases the usability aspects of music as well as its impact on player
presence, which will be demonstrated through the game Xenoblade Chronicles. By combining
the principles of presence, immersion, engagement, topic theory, and adapting the dual semiotic
approach of Iain Hart, this thesis seeks to analyze the composer’s intent behind musical choices
and how it shapes the overall player experience.
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INTRODUCTION

The story of the video game Xenoblade Chronicles revolves around characters who fight
foes of varying difficulty on a quest to save the world. While the narrative of this open-world
Japanese role-playing game (or JRPG) isn’t something particularly groundbreaking, the game’s
music helps make the game world and its characters a lasting memory for fans of the series.1 A
particular part of the game that’s become infamous among veteran players and terrifying for
many new players occurs during the early game where players learn to fight easier monsters to
gain strength and level-up for future encounters against tougher enemies. Despite the fact that the
areas encountered early in the game are populated with enemies that pose no extreme threat to
the player, it’s possible for players to encounter high-leveled monsters whom they are not yet
able to defeat, chiefly among those being the infamous Territorial Rotbart. The Territorial
Rotbart (shown in Figure 1) is an enormous ape-like creature that is several levels above the
player when they first encounter it. If a low-leveled player is unfortunate enough to accidentally
stumble upon Territorial Rotbart, a unique musical score will play, instantly notifying them of
the presence of a terrifying foe (even if they have not yet seen it) and likely evoking feelings of
alarm and panic in the player, spurring them to run away. And yet when players return to
Territorial Rotbart much later in the game, they may intentionally seek out this fearsome foe and
become resolved to exact vengeance when they hear the musical cue. One may then wonder how

1

Xenoblade Chronicles originally released in Japan in the year 2010 and was initially not going to be released in the
United States. A fan-based campaign called “Operation Rainfall” drew considerable attention to the game in order to
promote a western release for the title, and was eventually recognized by Nintendo in 2011.

the same music was able to inspire different feelings and actions in the player during this
situation.

Figure 1 Territorial Rotbart from Xenoblade Chronicles Definitive Edition
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles Definitive Edition
https://i0.wp.com/neednintendo.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/XCDE20.jpg

Without music, video games would not be nearly as impactful on the player experience;
the depth of immersive qualities and ludic functionality would be lost. Because of their dynamic
qualities in video games, music tracks “become unique to every playthrough of a game, and are
able to reflect and affect a player’s individualized gameplay experiences,” as noted by Elizabeth
Medina-Gray.2 Iain Hart notes that it is difficult to study how the same music can affect players

Elizabeth Medina-Gray, “Meaningful Modular Combinations: Simultaneous Harp and Environmental Music in
Two Legend of Zelda Games,” in Music in Video Games, ed. K. J. Donnelly, William Gibbons, and Neil Lerner
(New York: Routledge, 2014), 105.
2

2

on an individual basis as musical events in video games will take on different meanings for
different people based on “both player interactions and…. [the] dynamic context of reception.”3
Encountering the Territorial Rotbart as a low-level player as opposed to a higher-leveled player,
the music takes on different meanings, and can evoke different feelings depending on the
player’s individual point of progression in the game. The challenge becomes understanding how
music affects players’ experience with the game and how it’s impacted by the composer’s
designed musical experience for players.
Much work has been done to understand the influence that music can have on a player’s
presence and engagement within a game.4 The nature of presence itself has inspired deep
discussion and debate over the factors and influences on a player and what it truly means to be
immersed and invested in a video game. On one hand, a player may be completely absorbed in a
game’s compelling storyline, the characters, and the world. On the other hand, a player may be
more focused on achieving high scores and creating new strategies for overcoming a game’s
challenges. All of these aspects may be influenced in some way by game audio and music. As
Winifred Phillips notes, music “serves a vital function in enhancing players’ acceptance of the
game world and their involvement with its characters” as well as “augmenting [the] sense of
pace” during gameplay.5 A relationship between the aesthetic texturing and functional ability of
music is one that warrants further investigation—the functional role of music in providing
Iain Hart, “Meaningful Play: Performativity, Interactivity and Semiotics in Video Game Music”, Musicology
Australia, no. 36, (2014): 1.
4
There has been confusion surrounding the terms “presence” and “immersion,” as they both are very close in
definition with only subtle differences. This has resulted in the two being used interchangeably and has given way to
multiple papers discussing what the clear differences are between them. While I will discuss this in more detail in
Ch. 1, for now the term “presence” will be used when discussing how players can feel like they are part of the game
world, along with how they feel engaged during gameplay.
5
Winifred Phillips, A Composer’s Guide to Game Music (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2014), 105–106.
3
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usability information to players has several implications on a player’s sense of being in a game,
their presence, which is particularly interesting in combat scenarios.
Combat in video games is a fruitful area of research for investigating the factors that
serve a usability function and influence a player’s presence, particularly as it is shaped by
musical cues. Combat often involves exciting fast-paced action with high stakes that’s enhanced
by the music and which, according to Phillips, “stimulate[s] the excitement level of the player
during periods of heightened activity.”6 By matching the level of action on the screen, the music
enhances a player’s engagement as well as their immersion. Furthermore, musical changes
during a combat scenario may play a role in shaping a player’s perspective. Upon hearing a
switch between music tracks, players are immediately alerted to a change in game state and often
will need to make a decision based on the information that was conveyed to them by the music.
When players hear a change in music during combat, they can interpret different
meanings based on their individual perspective. In the scenario with the Territorial Rotbart,
certain players may feel alarm and panic when hearing the battle theme if they feel unprepared or
surprised, while other players may feel emboldened and excited upon hearing the same theme.
Thus, the precomposed musical choices by composers result in one music score that evokes
multiple meanings in players. Understanding these varied meanings evoked by the music
constitutes what this thesis will call the player experience, and the precomposed musical choices
comprise the designed experience. Both of these require a specialized analytic framework to tie
musical design choices to specific impacts on player presence. While it is easier to analyze the

6

Phillips, A Composer’s Guide, 151.
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player experience by pulling from our own individual experiences, a good method to analyze the
designed experience is by considering what referential tools composers have available to them to
guide player actions.
A useful tool for uncovering the meanings a composer intends for listeners when crafting
music that players experience is through musical topics, which comprise what Robert Hatten
calls a “familiar style type with easily recognizable musical features….”7 Topics are styles and
types of music that audiences have come to commonly associate with particular extramusical
concepts, such as the upper class, nature, or the supernatural. These topics are useful for
conveying messages, ideas, and emotions through an aural context that can be studied in video
games. Similar to how one may recognize the characteristic sound of a march across different
pieces, topics are the characteristics that listeners recognize and therefore can draw meaning
from depending on what they recognize. According to Leonard Ratner, topics are “subject[s] to
be incorporated in a discourse” as they are useful for breaking down what composers wish to
evoke in listeners based on what topics they have infused in their compositions.8 While one can
study how composers craft specific nuanced meanings in their compositions for listeners through
the topics present within, the specific meaning that individual players draw from their musical
experience is dependent on several other factors, such as their personal experiences, their current
progression in a game, and the choices they have made up to a certain point.

Robert Hatten, “The Troping of Topics in Mozart’s Instrumental Works,” in The Oxford Handbook of Topic
Theory, ed. Danuta Mirka (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), pg 1.
8
Leonard G. Ratner, “Topical Content in Mozart’s Keyboard Sonatas,” Early Music 19, no. 4 (1991): 1.
7
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Music can help augment players’ presence while also serving a usability function during
combat. Composers have an incredible opportunity to connect a player to the game experience
and shape the outcome of their play. There is still much to explore when it comes to
understanding how player experiences are shaped by musical design choices. It is then the goal
of this thesis to demonstrate how musical changes impact the player experience as a result of
design choices by composers. In order to see how the composer’s designed experience and the
actual player experience mesh together, and how players may experience different meanings
from the same music, the discussion of this thesis will be divided into three parts:
•

Chapter 1 discusses the concepts of immersion and engagement within a player
experience, and how they affect players’ presence and convey usability information via
musical cues. These components comprise both the designed musical experience and the
actual player experience, which interact in either strong or subtle relationships as
described in an analytic framework in this thesis. This framework is exemplified within
combat-related scenarios, specifically regular combat, boss combat, and transitions in and
out of combat.

•

Chapter 2 discusses topic theory and how specific musical styles and cues evoke
extramusical meaning tied to certain elements of narrative and gameplay. The meaning
drawn from topics as designed by composers is then experienced by the player as
informed by their perspective of the game’s world and their gameplay.

•

Chapter 3 uses the analytic framework from Chapter 1 and the topical analysis techniques
from Chapter 2 to analyze combat scenarios in the game Xenoblade Chronicles. Its
nuanced combat system conveys a variety of usability information with strong ties to
6

player presence. These game examples showcase the various aspects of a player’s
musical experience working together to both inform player decisions and ground them
within a compelling world with interesting gameplay.

7

CHAPTER 1: TWO-FOLD EXPERIENTIAL ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK –
THE BEGINNINGS

Players enjoy exploring vast fictional worlds through their characters as well as
performing engaging activities in games. Ultimately, players wish to attain the sense of being in
the game. This is a phenomenon commonly known as “immersion.” In ludomusicological
literature and game studies research, the term immersion has been used interchangeably with the
term presence. As defined by Alison McMahan, presence is derived from what is referred to in
virtual reality as telepresence, which is “a successful experience of presence in a teleoperation
environment…”9 As telepresence is mostly in reference to teleoperation situations, the terms
presence and immersion arose to discuss more virtual media in general, such as video games.
Immersion and presence have been used synonymously throughout research in games. However,
I argue that there is an important distinction between immersion and presence that is crucial to
understand for the research in this thesis.
Researchers Jospeh Pine and James Gillmore define immersion as “becoming physically
or virtually a part of the experience itself.”10 This is similar to how researcher Marie-Laure Ryan
defines presence: the successful feeling of “being there” in a synthetic environment.11
Congruently, Matthew Lombard and Theresa Ditton convey presence as “a psychological
experience of non-mediation i.e., the sense of being in a world generated by the computer instead

Alison McMahan, “Immersion, Engagement, and Presence. A Method for Analyzing 3-D Video Games,” in The
Video Game Theory Reader, ed. Mark J.P. Wolf, and Bernard Perron (New York: Routledge, 2003), 72.
10
Jospeh B. Pine and James H. Gilmore, “The Experience Economy. Work is Theatre and Every Business a Stage,”
The Journal of Product Innovation Management 18, no. 2 (2001). Cited by Laura Ermi and Frans Mäyrä.
11
Marie-Laure Ryan, Narrative as Virtual Reality: Immersion and Interactivity in Literature and
Electronic Media (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 67–68.
9
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of just using the computer.”12 For these definitions, one can see striking similarities between the
two terms in relation to how both terms describe becoming part of the virtual environment.
In contrast to the previous examples, computer scientist Mel Slater uses both immersion
and presence as separate components to describe a person’s experience of audiovisual stimulus.13
He defines immersion as the objective realism of computer technology while defining presence
as the subjective human response to the computer technology’s realism. Additionally, he adds a
third term, involvement, to separate the concepts of immersion and presence from that of
subjective human interest, i.e., the like or dislike of content conveyed via computer technology.
This addition was necessary because the human response to technological realism is different
from human preference.14 Slater uses immersion and presence to discuss the terms as separate
components in order to combat their synonymous use in other academic discussions.
In an effort to clarify the difference between presence and immersion, Alison McMahan,
similar to Slater, uses separate terms to fully encompass the player experience. McMahan uses
Janet Murray’s widely accepted definition for immersion: “a metaphorical term derived from the
physical experience of being submerged in water… the sensation of being surrounded by a
completely other reality… that takes over all of our attention, our whole perceptual
apparatus…”15 To account for Slater’s concept of involvement, McMahan’s idea of presence

Matthew Lombard and Theresa Ditton, “At the Heart of It All: The Concept of Presence,” The Journal of
Computer-Mediated Communication 3, no. 2 (1997). Cited by Laura Ermi and Frans Mäyrä.
13
Mel Slater, “A Note on Presence Terminology.” Presence Connect 3, no. 3 (2003): 1.
14
Slater, “Presence Terminology,” 2. Slater uses the example of an audio system to differentiate the terms
immersion, presence, and involvement. An audio system can be objectively realistic (immersion) and a human can
perceive this system as being realistic (presence), however, they can like or dislike the music being heard from the
system (involvement) despite the perceived realism.
15
Janet Murray, Hamlet on the Holodeck: The Future of Narrative and Cyberspace (Cambridge MA: MIT Press,
1997), 98-99. Cited by Alison McMahan.
12
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combines immersion with a sense of engagement. She describes engagement as players deriving
enjoyment from “gaining points, devising a winning (or at least a spectacular) strategy, and
showing off their prowess to other players during the game and afterward, during replay.”16
McMahan aligns engagement with what Diane Carr refers to as deep play, “a player
accessing/accumulating layers of meaning that have strategic value [in a game]…”17
It's important to note the layers of meaning in Carr’s quote as that becomes essential in
the definition of presence for this thesis. While immersion and engagement fit within presence in
McMahan’s terms, the meaning that players get from their gameplay experience is also
significant to their player presence. Researchers Laura Ermi and Frans Mäyrä state that “[g]ames
are what we make out of them – what we do with them, what we think about them, speak about
them, and even the ways in which we approach them in scholarly practice have an effect of how
the meaning and experience of games becomes constructed.”18 While this thesis will abide by the
terms laid out by McMahan, one must also bear in mind the element of meaning hidden within a
player’s engagement; this will be important later when analyzing different players’ individual
perspectives during specific game moments.
It is noted by writer and game designer Allen Varney that “[g]ame designers… recognize
immersion as a signal virtue of games, perhaps the central virtue.”19 While many components of
a game may contribute to a player’s immersion, such as the visuals, narrative, and gameplay, a
masterfully crafted musical score can help enhance these immersive components. Game
16

McMahan, Immersion, 69.
McMahan, Immersion, 69.
18
Laura Ermi and Frans Mäyrä, “Fundamental Components of the Gameplay Experience. Analysing Immersion,”
DIGAREC Series, no. 6 (2011): 90.
19
Allen Varney, “Immersion Unexplained,” The Escapist Magazine, August 8, 2006, 1.
17
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composer Winifred Phillips writes that, “the music should serve as a world builder, joining
forces with all the other elements of game design, visual artistry, and storytelling to complete the
sensation of full immersion in the role-playing experience.”20 In her book A Composer’s Guide
to Game Music, she details several ways in which composers can help enhance a player’s
immersion. She starts by discussing how music can serve to enhance the visual aesthetics by
creating “music that matches the emotion of the visual aesthetic, so that the player will be able to
perceive the beauty and detail of the graphics and animations.”21 Phillips also describes how
music can match the pacing of gameplay and narrative. She writes that “music is a sonic
expression of time. As composers, we have the unique ability to influence the player’s perception
of how quickly (or slowly) time is passing.”22 Furthermore, she notes that “by infusing the game
with an overall momentum… [that serves to] link the highest-energy parts of the gameplay to
each other,” one can avoid a “dip in the overall excitement level… in a game whose primary
draw is adrenaline.” It’s interesting to note the connotations that this has with a player’s level of
engagement. The music helps facilitate a player’s enjoyment of the gameplay by preventing a
decline in excitement during breaks in action. By composing music that matches the emotion of
the visual aesthetics and the pacing of gameplay (through manipulating the perception of time),
Phillips argues that music can “enhance the player’s suspension of disbelief, and thus strengthen
the effectiveness of the storyline.”23 In essence, Phillips points to how music contributes greatly

Winifred Phillips, A Composer’s Guide to Game Music (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2014), 103.
Phillips, Composer’s Guide, 46.
22
Phillips, Composer’s Guide, 43.
23
Phillips, Composer’s Guide, 51. Earlier in the chapter, Phillips discusses the concept surrounding the suspension
of disbelief and makes comparisons of it to that of immersion, saying, “immersion depends on the suspension of
disbelief and vice versa—without one, the other can’t take place.” (Phillips, Composer’s Guide, 38)
20
21
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to a player’s immersive experience in visual aesthetics, engaging gameplay, as well as
compelling narrative.
This idea that music can contribute to these immersive components, most notably a
game’s narrative, is further fleshed out via Tim Summers’s concept of epic texturing.24 Epic
texturing in music is the use of audio to ground a player’s experience within the individual
journey of a hero whose actions have significance within an overall narrative backdrop. It “uses
music to accentuate a sense of narrative vertigo through connecting the player’s first-person
interaction to an explicit or implied broader narrative construct.” 25 In other words, this connects
the player to a relatable character and provides significance for their actions within the game’s
narrative. Tim Summers uses the game Wolfenstein 3D (1992) as an example of how epic
texturing can be applied to first-person shooters. Set in an alternate universe where the Nazis
won World War II, Wolfenstein 3D has the player assume the role of an American soldier who
must escape the Nazi stronghold, Castle Wolfenstein. The dual use of American patriotic tunes
and Nazi-themed melodies (including in the title screen, which sonically places the player in
enemy territory) reminds the player of the overall narrative backdrop of a war being waged,
which gives context and significance to the player’s personal actions of fighting the Nazis.
Within the personal story of the player’s character, the player hears heartbeats and pulses that
permeate the soundscape, which allude to the character’s mortality and helps the player
empathize with their character’s mission and well-being.

Tim Summers, “Epic Texturing in the First-Person Shooter: The Aesthetics of Video Game Music,” The
Soundtrack 5, no. 2 (2012): 131–151.
25
Summers, “Epic Texturing,” 66.
24
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Just as epic texturing of music can enhance a player’s immersion, the effect of enhancing
player empathy also enhances player immersion. According to Michelle Grosser, when “the
player identifies [or empathizes] with a character and constructs virtual identity as an avatar…
the relationship between the avatar and the player [moves] to the level of coexperiencing.”26 In
other words, when a player’s feelings are synchronous to their character’s avatar or extend to the
avatar’s well-being, the player’s interaction with the game becomes that in which the player
becomes one with their avatar and experiences the game through their avatar. This level of
coexperiencing is part of Robert Hatten’s theory of virtual agency which Grosser defines as the
pinnacle of a player’s immersive experience above sympathetic and empathetic engagement with
the game. It is at the pinnacle of coexperiencing that a player’s presence (in the context of this
thesis) is strongest and from which a player’s individual meaning can be analyzed. As Grosser
puts it, “music allows us to experience emotions, thoughts, and actions virtually through purely
instrumental music.”27 Furthermore, the same music may invoke different emotions, and thus
different meanings, for different players.
Iain Hart expands on how players receive different meanings even when listening to the
same music in his analysis of the game The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion. There are two situations
that Hart analyzes: when players fight a low-level Mud Crab and a high-level Minotaur. Hart
first describes characteristics of the battle theme music and how these elements contribute to
“feelings of alarm, danger or adventure” intended by the composer.28 This same battle music can

Michelle Grosser, “Avatar/Player Subjectivity: An Agential Analysis of Crypt of the NecroDancer,” Journal of
Sound and Music in Games 1, no. 3 (2020): 13–14.
27
Grosser, “Avatar/Player,” 5.
28
Iain Hart, “Meaningful Play: Performativity, Interactivity and Semiotics in Video Game Music”, Musicology
Australia, no. 36, (2014): 29.
26
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be played during both combat scenarios against the Mud Crab or Minotaur. When players first
engage the enemy, the music can induce courage in the case of the Mud Crab or impending
doom in the case of the Minotaur (if the player is at a lower level). One can then conclude that
players who are at a higher level will view Mud Crabs as enemies barely worth their time and the
Minotaur as an appropriate challenge. In the cases presented, the musical meaning players get
when hearing the same music changes depending on their personal perspective. Musical meaning
can also change depending on the player and their play style. If the player prefers to play
stealthily, then hearing the combat music will cause them a feeling of alarm and may persuade
them to flee until the enemy no longer notices them. If the player prefers to play a more
aggressive style, then hearing the combat music will encourage them onwards to fight their foe.
In essence, players derive different meanings from a game’s music based on the decisions they
make during gameplay. This is because “the player will be adding meaning to the game’s music
[through their decisions]; meaning derived from the player’s experiences both in and out of the
game.”29 The music can help inform these decisions which serves a usability function and thus
adds a crucial new dimension to how this thesis will analyze musical changes and their effect on
a player’s presence.

29

Hart, “Meaningful Play,” 26.
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Functionality in Music

When there’s a lack of sound in games, it can ruin a player’s sense of engagement,
immersion, and ultimately their presence. It simultaneously makes players more aware of the
game they are playing and also less aware of what’s happening within the game. In other words,
the game loses its façade of a believable and fantastical world and causes players to lose their
sense of place within it. This is due to the fact that sound is integral as a usability function for
players, which Kristine Jørgensen demonstrates in her book chapter “Left in the Dark: Playing
Computer Games with the Sound Turned Off.”30 She starts off by explaining that sound may
serve a usability function while also helping to establish a player presence in the game world.
She claims that “game audio works as support for the game world [presence] and the usability of
the game system.”31 So what does this mean exactly? There are two halves to this claim: the
usability of a game system, and support for the game world, which she later refers to as presence.
Regarding usability, Jørgensen writes, “Audio may… work to provide specific
information about a setting and situation, and may have direct influence on actions and events in
the environment.”32 This can be inferred to mean that the usability of a game system (within the
context of game audio) refers to information the game provides that informs player decisions.
How audio can provide information to players is through its acousmatic function, which “refers
to the situation where one can hear a sound but cannot see the source.”33 Due to the nature of

Kristine Jørgensen, “Left in the Dark: Playing Computer Games with the Sound Turned Off,” in Interactive Audio
in Games and New Media, ed. Karen Collins (University of Waterloo, Canada: Ashgate, 2008), [163].
31
Jørgensen, Left in the Dark, 165.
32
Jørgensen, Left in the Dark, 163.
33
Jørgensen, Left in the Dark, 168.
30
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video games, “the visual and the auditory channels are the only ways in which the system can
communicate with the [player]” and as players rely a great deal on in-game visuals, the audio
channel is a great place for game designers to convey important usability information.34
Therefore, a benefit of the acousmatic function is that “auditory information provides more
detailed information than the visual system could do alone.”35
In the other half of her claim regarding presence, Jørgensen defines it as “the feeling that
you are part of the environment in question, and that you understand the world presented as a
three-dimensional reality that can be interacted with in a similar way to our own world.”36 To see
how these two concepts tie together for the player experience, Jørgensen describes an experiment
where she collects data on how participants felt after playing the games World of Warcraft III
and Hitman Contracts with sound and without sound. When players played the game with sound,
Jørgensen notes:
In Warcraft III… the player monitors a range of processes and events
simultaneously, and in this respect acousmatic sound is a vital orienting system…
Here the player is allowed to concentrate on different tasks when a process has
been started, since acousmatic sound will provide information about changes in
status… In this sense sound also becomes a reminder that helps the player keep
track of processes.37
Then, when she removes the sound, she notes that the “games were affected on two levels when
the sound was removed. On the one hand, the usability of the system decreased… [on] the other
hand, the mood, sense of presence and the feeling of a lifelike world disappeared.”38 Jørgensen

34

Jørgensen, Left in the Dark, 164.
Jørgensen, Left in the Dark, 169.
36
Jørgensen, Left in the Dark, 171. This description of becoming part of the visual reality is similar to descriptions
of presence and immersion posed by previously discussed work.
37
Jørgensen, Left in the Dark, 168.
38
Jørgensen, Left in the Dark, 175.
35
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explains that the reason why removing game audio decreases system usability is due to the
removal of the acousmatic function of sound. Thus, “[t]he playing situation becomes a very
different one without sound, since there is no possibility that the players can orient themselves in
relation to events outside range of sight.”39
When there’s a lack of sound, it takes away the usability function that it provides. It also
changes the way players view the game, which essentially ruins their player presence as the
reality of the world being just a game becomes evident. Based on participant testimonials,
Jørgensen concludes that “sound normally provides the environment with a sense of life, and
when the sound was removed, the participant was reminded that what he saw were just computer
graphics…”40 Based on Jørgensen’s experiments, one realizes that sound plays an integral part in
a game’s usability and is essential for establishing a player’s presence in the game world. The
question for this thesis then becomes: how can one identify how music provides usability
functions? When composers compose soundtracks for games, it is difficult to account for a
player’s personal journey while a specific soundtrack is played. Therefore, dynamic music is a
good tool that game designers employ, and this can be analyzed in musical modules.
When composers craft music for games, they compose sections of music that can play
simultaneously or one after the other; these sections are referred to as modules, which contribute
to the usability function of music.41 This is important because as Elizabeth Medina-Gray says, “a
player may respond to the choices in a game in a different way to another playing the same
39
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game.”42 Musical modules play in reaction to different player choices and result in differing
musical experiences. Medina-Gray notes, “Through modularity—and sometimes also through
modifications to modules—game soundtracks… become unique to every playthrough of a game,
and are able to reflect and affect a player’s individualized gameplay experiences. This music
becomes, in other words, dynamic.”43 It is through this dynamic music that one can discern its
usability functions. Medina-Gray describes two ways in which modules can fit together:
smoothness and disjunction. In terms of how music can serve a usability function, I will
primarily focus on the disjunct aspect of modules. According to Medina-Gray, the degree to
which two modules are disjunct is determined through the difference between their timbre,
meter, and pitch. This can be achieved through a variety of methods, such as differing
instrumentation or different volume levels. Having modules that are disjunct can communicate
valuable information to the player. It tells them that something has changed and to pay attention.
According to Phillips, the “unexpected and unpredictable events in a musical structure have the
power to arrest and hold the attention of the listener.”44 This is especially true and most
prominently exemplified in the disjunct transition of musical tracks between combat and
exploration game states. Phillips notes:
[M]usic can help to quickly identify the current state of gameplay. For example, a player
may be attempting to stealthily avoid a confrontation with a group of nearby enemies.
Suddenly, the enemies spot the intruder, and the musical score kicks into an anxious,
high-energy mode. Even if the player hadn’t yet noticed the change of circumstances, the
music can be relied on to quickly announce that stealth has failed and the time has come
to fight.45
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In games where the player cycles between exploration and combat game states, the primary
gameplay loop revolves around exploring the world within the game and engaging in combat
with the enemies that populate it. Overworld music typically has a calmer score and when the
musical modules change in an abrupt manner, the more active combat music alerts players that
something has changed, thus serving a usability function. Players, upon realizing this change in
music, will then derive an appropriate meaning from the usability information conveyed.
Medina-Gray sums this notion up by saying, “sound tracks frequently produce more than one
musical element at once, and it is the sum of this musical material—not only the individual
elements in themselves, but also the sonic interactions between them—that may convey
important meaning and information to the player.”46
Because composers craft music that can be immersive and engaging, and because players
receive meaning from its usability functions, the effect usability has on a player’s presence is
apparent. Specifically, the meaning derived from changes in music has a direct influence on a
player’s immersion and engagement in games, essentially their player presence. I will now
analyze how the core components of the player’s musical experience in a game all work together.
Figure 2 illustrates the relationships discussed thus far between immersion, engagement,
presence, and usability in the context of music. According to McMahan, a player’s immersion
within the diegetic game world and their engagement with the non-diegetic aspects of gameplay
both contribute to a player’s presence.47 For this thesis, presence can be summarized as the
meaning a player receives from listening to musical changes, formed from their individual
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perspective along with their combined immersion and engagement.48 As Jørgensen notes, game
audio has an important role in helping players experience the game by serving a usability
function.49 By having music inform players of changes in game state (specifically through
changes in music conveyed by disjunct musical modules), it conveys meaning that is different
for individual players based on their choices and unique perspectives. It is this meaning derived
from music’s usability that ultimately affects a player’s presence. The model in Figure 2 is a
temporary representation of what’s been discussed thus far. The next section adds another
component to consider in this framework, which will result in the final model for this thesis.

Figure 2 Dual Analytic Framework

Combat as the Setting—Three Types

Combat scenarios in video games are fruitful examples of how musical changes affect a
player’s presence—they create a space that is replete with gameplay that requires strategic player
McMahan’s definition of presence does not include the meaning derived from a player’s experience. However, the
individual meaning a player derives from their experience, as noted by Grosser and Hart, is a crucial aspect of how I
analyze players and their interactions with the game.
49
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decision-making, and they can be a common place for narratively climatic events. When a player
enters combat, they enter into what Stephen Armstrong calls a “battle space [which] is an
obstacle that the player has to break through in order to level-up, move through environments,
and progress through the game… [it is] an interruption in the main exploratory space.”50 For this
thesis, I will analyze three different combat-related scenarios players can encounter throughout
their game journey. These scenarios are regular combat, boss combat, and the transitions into and
out of combat. I will discuss how music serves a usability function and how it affects a player’s
presence in each scenario. To explore what each of these scenarios entails, let us look to how
other authors have discussed these scenarios in their research.
Regular combat for this thesis is defined as combat that players engage in the most often,
which has little impact on the overall narrative, and that is against commonly repeating foes.
Players often “engage in repetitive fights in order to level-up characters and thereby gain tactical
advantages,” a concept known as grinding.51 Because players will engage in regular combat
numerous times, “[b]attle music often involves the most-repeated themes in the game; these are
the cues that get ground deep into a player’s memory and stay there for years.”52 It is then
imperative that the music maintains a high level of engagement with the player while also
communicating important usability information. Armstrong describes how battle themes in
Japanese role-playing games (JRPGs) maintain player engagement through musicospatial stasis,
a musical pattern that has two components: a simple and repetitive musical bass line, and a
melodic line with busy surface textures. These two components correspond to the characteristics
Stephen Armstrong, “Sounding the Grind: Musicospatial Stasis in JRPG Battle Themes,” Journal of Sound and
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of combat—it occurs within a space in which players are situated during the fight, and it involves
chaotic fast-paced action. The battle theme keeps the player within the combat space sonically
(even if they have the option to run away), while also corresponding to the rapid pace of the
combat action. Common characteristics between various battle themes include “minor keys, fast
tempos, dissonance, driving bass lines, chaotic textures, relatively harsh or noisy timbres, and so
forth.”53 This is supported by Gregory Rossetti who asserts that “battle music is less stable,
mostly due to a higher level of harmonic dissonance… Syncopated rhythmic figures accompany
this dissonant harmonic language and heighten the level of intensity, communicating to the
player the significance of the battle.”54
It’s important that battle themes for regular combat follow the conventions mentioned
above or else it could cause players to lose their engagement and immersion with the game.
Armstrong writes about an example showcasing a game that deviates from these conventions and
its negative effect on certain players engagement. The game Ni no Kuni’s battle theme was
composed as if for a film. It had high aesthetics but did not fit the fast-paced action of the game’s
combat—as Armstrong notes, “the harmonic ground [of Ni no Kuni’s battle theme] is not
reiterated strongly enough, and the textures are not sufficiently chaotic to provide a convincing
backdrop for the on-screen action.”55 This “perceived mismatch of the music and its context…
consequently [resulted in] a failure to immerse the player in combat.”56 To only focus one’s
attention on a music’s aesthetics (while abiding by the conventions listed above) is to completely
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forget music’s role as a usability function, or as Armstrong puts it, “battle music is first and
foremost a variety of functional music, a genre that fans measure not by its sonic beauty but by
its psychological effectiveness.”57
Changes in music also serve the role of conveying usability information to the players
during combat itself. During combat, there can be changes to the game state that don’t
necessarily reflect a transition between exploration to combat states, but rather subtly indicate to
players the correct actions to take that accomplish game objectives. William Gibbons describes
how players in the game Shadow of the Colossus are tasked with defeating several colossal
creatures in the game’s open world environment.58 The game’s ambiguous nature makes
defeating each colossus a challenge as the method for beating them is not explicit.59 The music
during combat has different modules for when players first discover these towering colossi, and
it can transition to a more triumphant-sounding loop when the player discovers the method for
defeating the colossus. When players hear the triumphant loop, it signifies to them that they
performed the proper action that will lead them to victory. The fact that the music takes on a
more triumphant tone gives players an increased sense of engagement as it rewards them for
persevering until finally finding the correct maneuver to take down the colossus. Gibbons states
that when the music transitions into the triumphant loop, players feel a “need to focus on
overcoming the mental and technical challenge at hand,” thus increasing their personal
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investment.60 Players may feel the euphoria of accomplishment and empathize with the
protagonist’s struggle during combat, which leads to an enhanced player presence. At the
moment of the musical change to the triumphant loop, some players may find the change
exhilarating as the pace of combat with these colossi has been an adequate balance between
patience and challenge—the weakness was not easily discovered, but not so laborious to
uncover. In contrast, other players may feel that the musical change has been long overdue as the
discovery of the foe’s vital weakness was not easily found, potentially leading to an exasperated
exclamation of “Finally!” after the long overdue discovery. These are just some examples of
different meanings that players may receive from hearing musical changes during regular
combat. It’s important to note that as no two playthroughs of the same game will be the same, so
too will no two meanings from a given playthrough experience be the same for different players.
In contrast to regular combat, boss combat has a great deal of narrative significance. It
features an enemy who is typically unique and tests all the skills the player has accumulated up
to the fight.61 For the analysis of boss combat in this thesis, I will exclude discussing mini-bosses
and any other foes who are designed to be more difficult than regular enemies—I consider
bosses to feature combat scenarios that players cannot flee from once they engage in combat
(i.e., they are forcefully blocked from running away by the game designers and cannot be
avoided if the player wishes to progress further in the game).
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The music featured during boss fights matches the narrative significance of the fights by
being much more intense. Musically, what separates a boss battle from regular combat is that
“boss battles… usually have their own theme.”62 The purpose of having a separate musical score
is to convey to players that the battle to come is different from the regular combat they’ve faced
previously. It should be that “[as] soon as the player hears this new music, they recognize how
this battle is important.”63 Armstrong noted that regular combat music typically features a static
repetitive bassline, but Rossetti notes that boss music in contrast “is more dissonant than [the
music for] minor battle… the tension is not increased through simplicity and repetition. Instead,
RPG boss encounter themes are usually longer and more complex than the game’s respective
generic battle theme, and the tension is increased through a more highly syncopated and dense
musical texture.”64
Because boss battles usually have higher stakes associated with them, the music must be
appropriate to the context. It is due to boss battles being much more narratively significant in
general that there is less usability information to be conveyed. This is a test of skill to the
player—there is usually no need to convey usability information to the player in the closed space
of the boss arena because the player no longer needs to be instructed by the game for how to
execute the skills that are being tested. With this said, there still exists the possibility of musical
changes during boss combat. These musical changes may not have obvious usability
information; however, it can still be seen to inform players about changes within the boss fight
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(e.g., boss phase changes). However, the game design priority in boss battles is typically to
communicate important elements of the narrative to the player as well as to set the mood for the
combat the player is engaging in. Therefore, the musical score is generally designed to support a
player’s presence during combat.
Games typically afford the player the choice of when they engage in combat, and this
choice is often informed by the musical cues that occur during transitions into and out of combat.
These transitions offer several immediate opportunities for music to inform player decisions by
conveying usability information. It alerts players of changes in game state, such as going from
exploration to combat states and vice versa. Transitions into and out of combat are situations
involving the initial moments (the first few seconds) of a transition into a new combat scenario
or a transition out of a combat scenario. Such transitions are the moment in time when a player
becomes aware of the commencement or termination of a combat scenario, which they may elect
to engage in or withdraw from.65 Wesley Bradford describes an example from Legend of Zelda’s
Breath of the Wild detailing the effect guardian music has on players.66 Guardians are combative
corrupted automatons that have a unique musical transition into combat when players get close.
Bradford details the player reaction to the guardian theme as follows:
The entrance of the guardians’ battle music can… directly affect players’ choices and the
discourse of the game. Guardians are often stumbled upon and may catch a player by
surprise. The interruption of previous sounds with an ominous, mechanical cue alerts
players, who may wish to either avoid or prepare for a difficult encounter with a
guardian, allowing them to craft a discourse of their own choosing.67
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The anxious and pointillistic electronic ostinato pattern that begins the guardian theme is what
serves as a transition between the previous nature sounds that players would hear as they explore
the game world and the “dissonant harmonies, upbeat tempos, and electronic or mechanical
timbres” associated with the hostile guardians.68 The electronic ostinato pattern plays briefly for
only a few seconds at the beginning of the theme, but it is sufficient to instantly notify the player
of potential impending conflict and the player must make an equally fast decision in response.
This ends up serving as a functional use to players who are quite aware of the dangers that
guardians present to them. In this example, the music conveys usability information to players—
when the music starts, it lets them know when guardians are present, and when the music ceases,
it lets players know that the guardians have moved away. The theme also affects their presence
by inducing different meanings to players depending on how capable they are of defeating a
guardian. If the player can’t fight the guardian effectively, then the music takes on a meaning of
terror and panic. However, if the player can fight the guardian effectively, then the music takes
on a meaning of courage and resolve.
Music’s dual role in conveying usability information and establishing player presence is
at work to some degree in all three combat-related scenarios: regular combat, boss combat, and
transitions into and out of combat. The same music affects players differently based on their
individual perspectives. To analyze how this is achieved, it is important to examine the
composer’s intent for a musical score and juxtapose it with the player experience.
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While discussing how music serves a usability function and in establishing a player’s
presence, it’s been observed how there are a variety of meanings players get when listening to
the same music. It reinforces the fact that every player is different and as a result receives
different meanings from the music. This shows that there are different player experiences to be
had, and while it’s good that players can draw different meanings from the same scenario, there
is usually an intended experience crafted from the designers.
One may recall The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion example described by Iain Hart.69 In that
example, players may hear the game audio file ‘battle_05.mp3’, but it is “one of eight music files
employed by the game during battle situations.”70 Hart describes this battle music, which
encapsulates feelings of “danger, alertness or courage… when it is experienced during
gameplay.”71 These feelings, as designed by the composer, represent the first level of his twofold semiotic model. However, the specific feeling(s) experienced by a player at a certain point
during a given playthrough depends on the choices made by the player up to that point in the
game. The composers can write musical scores that define the range of feelings and meanings
that players can possibly experience, but the specific meaning derived by a given player when
hearing this music depends on many factors, such as their individual perspective and their play
style.
In the Oblivion example, just as how the stealthy player felt alarm upon hearing the
transition into battle music and the aggressive player felt encouraged to engage in combat, so too
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can the same music in other games evoke different meanings for different players. The meaning
derived from an individual player’s experience constitutes Hart’s second level of semiotic
analysis. This can be applied to the framework I presented in the middle of this chapter (see
Figure 2). I previously showed the relationship between usability and presence and how musical
changes affect both. The meaning derived from music’s usability affects a player’s presence,
which falls in line with Hart’s second level of semiotic analysis.

Figure 3 Two-fold Experiential Analytic Framework

Figure 3 shows the updated framework proposed by this thesis. The choices by game
designers and composers constrain the range of possible meanings and experiences players can
have in a game. These design choices affect the elements of immersion that contribute to a
compelling storyline and realistic game world. They also affect the elements that contribute to
player engagement during gameplay. Thus, immersion and engagement constitute what I call the
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designed experience that is influenced by music. Similarly, the meaning derived from a player
during gameplay is influenced by their individual perspective and choice of play. Music reacts to
player choices by conveying important usability information to guide a player’s gameplay. It also
contributes to the specific meaning that a player draws from their unique playthrough in the
game. Thus, usability and presence are unique to the player’s specific experience and constitute
what I call the player experience. The elements of both the designed experience and player
experience, as well as the interactions between these, constitute the twofold Experiential
Analytic Framework proposed by this thesis.
Here is a summary of the definitions for the terms in Figure 3, which will inform
discussion of how all the terms relate to one another.
•

Usability is the information the game provides musically that informs player decisions in
gameplay.

•

Presence is the meaning a player receives from listening to musical changes, formed from
their individual perspective along with their combined immersion and engagement.

•

Engagement is a player’s enjoyment of gameplay during combat, that is facilitated by the
music.

•

Immersion is a player’s belief in the game world’s realism that’s enhanced by music
complementing on-screen visuals.
The elements of the designed experience and the player experience interact and affect

each other within the overall musical experience of the game. Composers use music to texture
specific characters and the game world with specific associations and traits that make the
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narrative aspects of the game more realistic and immersive. These in turn are perceived by the
player and give rise to meanings that affect the degree to which individual players connect with
the game’s story and environment. Certain players may have a greater propensity to empathize
with certain characters and feel present in the game’s story universe depending on their own
personal experiences. Thus, there is a strong relationship between the designed immersive
elements of the game’s music and the resultant player presence.
Analogously, composers will design certain musical cues to play either in reaction to
certain player actions or particular events in the game. These cues often contain important
usability information that helps the player make decisions and improve their strategic decisionmaking. By enabling the player to react appropriately during gameplay as a result of these
musical cues, the player may then feel empowered and engaged to demonstrate their fighting
prowess. Thus, usability and engagement are strongly linked.
However, there is a subtle link between usability and immersion. As the player
progresses from one location to another in the game, they will likely encounter increasingly more
difficult challenges and obstacles as their abilities in the game increase. The musical cues
surrounding specific locations may provide subtle information about the types of encounters and
challenges the player can expect to see in those locations. This information thus contributes to
the player’s sense of immersion by texturing specific locations with information about potential
combat scenarios and foes.
Finally, the musical elements that contribute to a player’s engagement with the gameplay
have subtle implications on the player’s presence. Once a player has committed to a certain
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course of action in the game (such as entering a particularly difficult combat scenario), the
player’s engagement serves as their motivation for persevering through the challenges they face.
This perseverance informs the reason why the player continues to strive to progress through the
game, thus giving meaning to their ongoing endeavor and enhancing their presence in the game’s
challenge.
From these interactions between the elements of the designed experience and the player
experience, it can be argued that a change in music (the usability function) indicates a shift in a
player’s presence due to its impact on immersion and engagement, which in turn affect presence;
from this change in music, the meaning received by players also changes. To illustrate this in a
game context, I will analyze the game Splatoon.
In the game Splatoon, the player controls a squid-like humanoid hero in a third-person
cartoonish shooter adventure in a quest to retrieve the stolen power source for his/her city. The
player battles against the Octarians, a hostile race of octopuses, led by DJ Octavio (see Figure 4).
In the final battle, the player is forced to fight DJ Octavio in order to retrieve the stolen power
source.
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Figure 4 DJ Octavio Final Boss, Splatoon
Source: Splatoon
http://cdn.segmentnext.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Splatoon-Octoking.jpg

When the player encounters DJ Octavio for the first time, the musical transition into the
combat scenario begins with a prolonged synthetic chord as a dramatic entrance for the boss,
who descends into view in his alien-like floating craft. A second prolonged synthetic chord plays
and its pitch is humorously altered by DJ Octavio himself by spinning the record wheels that are
connected to his floating contraption, indicating that the battle theme is diegetic. The bassline
then kicks into a simple and repetitive single note ostinato before combat begins in earnest. The
musical score for this scenario is unique to DJ Octavio, indicating that this battle is a narratively
significant encounter. This musical transition into combat also textures DJ Octavio’s character as
an intentionally cartoonish villain who is initially not meant to be taken seriously. This is odd for
a character whose battle has such significant narrative stakes; however, considering the game
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Splatoon as a whole, it makes sense. The game takes on a more fun and light-hearted tone
compared to other games in the third-person shooter genre. Instead of shooting other players (in
the game’s multiplayer mode), the main objective is to cover the battle arena’s floor with
colorful ink. Similarly, instead of having a serious and brutal final boss, the encounter with the
final boss is humorous and funky. Thus, these musically immersive qualities in the final boss
encounter situate the player’s expectations firmly in “enemy territory” but also set up a climactic,
comical finale.72
During this boss combat, the player fights DJ Octavio by repelling his attacks (which
consist of mechanical fists that are thrown at the player and can be shot back at him). The fight
consists of five phases where DJ Octavio throws increasing variety of attack patterns with each
phase. Each phase gets progressively harder due to more dangerous attacks being thrown by DJ
Octavio combined with more difficult and narrow platforming as he moves along a series of
platforms. At the end of phase four, something changes within the music. DJ Octavio’s boss
battle theme (titled “I Am Octavio”) fades out to silence before a new theme comes into play. A
brief cutscene plays where the player is informed that he/she is being backed up by fellow
agents, who were secretly singing pop-stars called the Squid Sisters, whose music may have been
heard by the player during the game’s online multiplayer mode. This shocking revelation may
serve as renewed determination for the player, mirrored by the new musical score that plays
during the final phase of the boss fight. The music, titled “Calamari Inkantation” (Calamari being
a play on the Squid Sisters’ names Callie and Marie), is an upbeat and motivating pop song that
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features the Sisters singing. In contrast to the “I Am Octavio” theme’s syncopation, “Calamari
Inkantation” is rhythmically on the beat.
This switch from “I Am Octavio” to “Calamari Inkantation” has several impacts on the
player experience. First, it confirms to the player that their actions have been having an impact in
the fight, since DJ Octavio does not have a health bar to indicate how much damage he has
taken. This usability information thus reinforces the player’s sense of engagement by conveying
the impact of their efforts. This usability information contributes to the immersive quality of the
fight by musically tying the battle theme to the notion of a climatic and victorious end. Second,
the music indicates diegetically that the fight is almost over and that the player need only push
on for a bit longer. For the player who has struggled in this fight, the music serves to boost the
player’s engagement and drive their motivation to persevere, thus enhancing their presence.
Alternatively, if the player has found the fight to not be very difficult, the upbeat tune may serve
as a sort of victory lap as the final boss was not to the level of challenge that caused the player
concern over whether they could finish the fight.
So far, I have discussed various aspects of the player experience that are affected by
music. I have outlined how musical designs influence the immersion and engagement elements
of the designed experience, and how these interact with the dual roles of music in conveying
usability information and establishing players’ presence as part of the player experience. These
interactions are strongly exemplified in combat-related scenarios involving regular combat, boss
combat, and transitions into and out of combat, and these were analyzed in the final boss fight in
the game Splatoon. The question now becomes: how does one determine a composer’s intent?
How do we understand what the intended feeling is in different pieces of music?
35

CHAPTER 2: MUSICAL TOPICS DISCOURSE – FROM CLASSIC TO
MODERN TIMES
In Chapter 1, I analyzed how a player’s experience is unique from that of other players.
This is because every player differs in both their in-game experiences and personal choices. In
video games, it is difficult for composers to create music that fits every possible game scenario
encountered by players. To make the job of composers easier, composing music that fits a
spectrum of feelings can help cut down on the number of tracks needed for a game while still
reinforcing player presence. Players will encounter the same music in a wide range of situations,
but not all are experienced the same way by each player. Due to this range, it becomes necessary
to examine a composer’s intent for a piece as this music is what helps shape the player
experience. To uncover the intent a composer conveys in a piece, characteristic musical phrases
found throughout the music will be analyzed regarding how they influence players’ mentality,
perspective, and emotional response.73 These characteristic musical phrases are analyzed via
what scholars call topic theory as this is helpful in uncovering composer intent based on
composers’ design decisions in the music.

What are Topics?

Music is used to codify ideas, feelings, and concepts that composers wish to convey to
their audiences. According to Leonard Ratner, the overall goal of music was to convey ideas,
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expressions, and feelings to the audience through characteristic music conventions that move the
feelings of the listener.74 In other words, composers spoke to their listeners through the choices
made in the music in order to influence the emotional response of listeners. Ratner recognized
these musical choices by composers as topics, or “subjects for musical discourse.”75
Topics were formed around aspects of 18th-century life and formed a thesaurus of musical
types and styles that corresponded to different feelings and concepts.76 Janice Dickensheets
mentions, with regard to the continuation of topics into the 19th century, that they can also be
thought of as elements that “represented specific affects or ideas readily comprehensible to
contemporary listeners.”77 As “bearers of conventionalized musical meaning,” Caplin
acknowledges topics as the vehicle by which composers facilitate a musical discourse with an
audience.78 The way that listeners translate this conventionalized musical meaning is by
embodying musical phrases that are recognizable from real-world experiences. Take the march
topic for example—according to Ratner, it contains the characteristics of “duple meter, dotted
rhythms, and bold manner… [that] reminded the listener of authority, of the cavalier and the
manly virtues ascribed to him.”79 Other topics that have been studied by musicological
researchers similarly tie characteristic musical patterns to associated concepts and feelings.
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According to Ratner, composers in the 18th century strove “to touch the feelings through
appropriate choice of figure and to stir the imagination through topical references.”80 Composers
commonly understood the use of topics, which had become a vernacular of sorts.81 This musical
vernacular in Classic and Romantic era music has been explored by the likes of Ratner, Agawu,
Dickensheets, and many more. In his paper “Topical Content in Mozart’s Keyboard Sonatas,”
Ratner showcases how multiple topics exist in a piece by breaking down Mozart’s Sonata in D,
K. 284, First Movement. One notable takeaway of his analysis was how topics could change
from measure to measure.82 In Ratner’s analysis of Mozart’s sonata, the topics changed almost
every measure, and the identity of a topic was not dependent on its duration. The transition
between topics could occur seamlessly yet the emergence of the next topic was still evident. This
introduces some flexibility regarding how topics are musically expressed. A given topic may be
expressed with specific musical parameters (e.g., duration, instrumentation, etc.) in one section
and employ different parameters in another while still retaining the “notion of character” that
comprises the nature of a topic.83
Agawu corroborates Ratner’s analysis regarding the flexibility of topics. He
simultaneously asserts that topics can be musically expressed in several ways and yet topics
exhibit common musical characteristics that can be studied within a semiotic framework.84 He
states that “because of the essentially arbitrary… relationship between the name of a topic and its
music-defining qualities, and because topics are not necessarily fixed with respect to dimensional
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behavior, there are discontinuities among various topical essences.”85 In other words, there is no
fixed set of rules that completely defines how topics are inserted into a musical composition.
However, as Ratner puts it, the “notion of character” inherent within topics can be studied to
determine the composer’s intent for sections of a piece.86
The existence of a specific topic doesn’t necessarily last throughout the centuries.
Dickensheets analyzed topics found commonly in 19th-century music, making note of how some
18th-century topics pointed out by Ratner still remained.87 Topics such as the military style and
pastorale style are among the surviving topics Dickensheets mentions, while the brilliant style
mentioned by Ratner transformed into the virtuosic style in the Romantic period as composers
favored more difficult passages to showcase the performer’s virtuosic ability (hence the topic’s
name).88 This analysis demonstrates that there is an evolution of topics over time, however, with
the passage of time comes the possibility of new topics emerging. With the emergence of new
technology, such as airplanes, television, and video games, new external ideas open up to which
new music topics can be associated.
Topics provide the link between typical musical structures and their associated real-world
ideas/concepts. Thus, as Dickensheets puts it, topical analysis is “an analytical process that
provides both a method for comprehending the composer’s creative process and insight into what
audiences were expected to be able to understand.”89 The work of these authors shows us that
topics are flexible and that new topics can emerge as years go by. Now that we have a better
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understanding of what topics are, our goal now is to learn how identifying topics within music
helps uncover composer intent.

An Analytical Process for Inferring Composer Intent

One of the objectives of ludomusicologists is to understand the means by which player
experience is shaped by compositional choices. As Agawu puts it, “if a central task of the
composer is to reach his audience, then a central problem for the analyst is to uncover the various
dimensions of this communicative process.”90 I have already established that topics are used by
composers to influence listener experiences, and so now it becomes necessary to outline a
process one must take in order to infer a composer’s intent for the music. This process involves
identifying musical signifiers, determining what is signified, and finally inferring composer
intent which will be used to explain how unique player experiences are shaped. This process is
best understood through the lens of a semiotic approach.
Daniel Chandler describes semiotics as the “meaningful use of signs,” which are things
that one can interpret as “‘signifying’ something” if given meaning.91 He notes that “[s]igns take
the form of words, images, sounds, odours, flavours, acts or objects, but such things have no
intrinsic meaning and become signs only when we invest them with meaning.”92 In other words,
semiotics is the study of how signs in a context are able to facilitate communication via a
medium, such as music. The main tenets of musicological semiotics for this thesis involve the
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identification of signifiers (signs) and what they signify. To understand this concept through an
example from Chandler, think of a sign with the word “open” on it hanging from a door for a
store. Chandler writes that a sign with the word “open” by itself would have no meaning to
people who saw it. He says, “A sign must have both a signifier and a signified.”93 However, the
sign in the context of hanging from a store’s door informs people that the store is open for
business and that people may enter the store. The word “open” in this example is a signifier. This
signifier brings to mind the notion that the store is “open for business” (the signified).94 A
counterexample would be seeing the word “open” written on a flat piece of paper not set in any
particular environment. The interpretation begs the question of, “What does open mean?” The
signifier “open” has no signified in this context as the precise meaning of the word “open” is not
clear. The identification of the signifier and the signified in a given context constitutes a semiotic
approach.
Agawu directly associates musical topics with the concept of semiotics: “Topics are
musical signs. They consist of a signifier (a certain disposition of musical dimensions) and a
signified (a conventional stylistic unit, often but not always referential in quality).”95 One can
think of the signifier within topics as the music patterns and design within a composition.
Identifying components of music such as instrumentation, dynamics, rhythm, key, etc. is how
one can determine the signifier. Analogously, it’s the name of the topics and what they call to
mind upon hearing said topics that is how one settles on the signified. To further understand the
concept, let’s look at a musical example involving the march topic.
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A modern example of what a march sounds like would be the Star Wars track “The
Imperial March” composed by John Williams (most notably playing with scenes featuring Darth
Vader).96 While this particular piece does not exemplify a march topic in that the whole piece
rather than a small unit is a march, it encompasses the main characteristics found within a march:
a “moderately quick duple meter, dotted rhythms, and bold manner…”97 These characteristics
found within the music are what signifies to the listener that a march topic has been introduced.
Upon recognizing the march topic, listeners will most likely receive the signified meaning of
“authority, of the cavalier and the manly virtues…”98 In Mozart’s Piano Concerto in C Major, K.
467 First Movement, as analyzed by Agawu, within the first eight measures the march topic
emerges in the band instruments that cuts off the melody from the violins.99 The dotted rhythms
that drive the duple meter firmly ground his piece in the march topic (see Figure 5 for a
transcription of the piece). The rhythms are almost fanfare-like, calling to mind ideas of royalty,
but also militaristic, with its driving rhythms that seemingly push us to battle. By recognizing the
characteristic features of a march (signifiers), one can identify when composers are referring to
the idea of “marching” (the signified).
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Figure 5 Example of march topic from Mozart's Piano Concerto in C Major, K. 467 First Movement

There can be nuanced variations on what the signified means case by case as topics are
flexible (as mentioned before) and thus it is difficult to determine a particular meaning without
the given context of the piece. Ratner states, “Topical references, precise as they may be, are
essentially connotative; they are suggestive within the context of an ongoing discourse.”100 In
other words, the meaning of a topic is partially dependent on the context in which the music
composition occurs. In a similar vein, Agawu states:
Topics, then, are points of departure, but never ‘total identities.’ In the fictional
context of a work’s ‘total identity,’ even their most explicit presentation remains
on the allusive level. They are therefore suggestive, but not exhaustive…101

As one can see, topics alone cannot fully capture the complete meaning intended by a composer,
but rather serve as a powerful springboard for uncovering the intended meaning. Caplin also
notes that the musical characterization of topics is flexible as “only a handful of topics have a
determinate formal function and that, even with these, a given topic can reflect a good deal of
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formal variability.”102 Therefore, it is the juxtaposition of the identified topics in a composition
and the ludic context in which the music is heard that allows us to infer what the potential
composer’s intent is for the player experience.
In the context of video games, composing video game music takes on different
considerations due to the interactive nature of the medium. Game music faces different sets of
rules that the music for other mediums (such as concert music) does not need to consider. As
Tim Summers puts it, “[m]usic in video games must strike a careful balance between playing an
active part in supporting and articulating the aspects of the medium that are special to video
games, and at the same time, conforming to players’ media music expectations to be compatible
with ingrained modes of understanding music for the moving image.”103 Video game music must
support the interactive nature of games while also sounding like music that feels fitting to what
players are doing in the game. This is why it’s important to consider the context of a game’s
events while also taking into account the topics found in a game’s soundtrack. Composers create
music that gets reused for multiple occasions (to cut down on how many tracks are needed for a
particular game) so they must compose their music with the intent of evoking the proper player
emotions for a wide range of game scenarios.
The process I have outlined in order to infer the composer intent is shown in Figure 6. It
starts with identifying the musical signifier and what is the signified (topic). Then upon
considering the topics identified and the game context the music is being heard in, one can
understand what the composer intent is. The intended meaning evidenced by the composer’s
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musical choices thus supports a wide range of player experiences that are unique from player to
player. This discussion provides the necessary context to analyze the application of topics found
in video games and the way in which they impart meaning to the overall game narrative as well
as to a player’s personal character.

Figure 6 Process for Determining Composer Intent in Video Game Music

Modern Analyses of Topics in Video Games

In order to understand how the designed musical experience in video games is
constructed through the use of topics by composers, I now turn to studies of the effects of
specific topics that have been achieved in video games. First, I look at William Ayers’s analysis
on the game Batman: Arkham Origins and how topics from silent films resonate in the video
game medium, specifically in combat-related scenarios. Then, I analyze Sean Atkinson’s study
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on the emergence of new topics, specifically the soaring topic, and how it has been applied to
modern films and games, such as The Legend of Zelda’s Skyward Sword. Finally, I cover
Wesley Bradford’s discussion of contrasting topics and their relevancy to narrative and gameplay
in The Legend of Zelda’s Breath of the Wild. In all of these analyses, I take the topics uncovered
by each author and attempt to discern what the composer’s intent was for each piece by utilizing
the process outlined in Figure 6.
William Ayers’s analysis draws inspiration from the use of musical cues in silent films
and connects them to a similar use of topics surrounding characters and combat in the game
Batman: Arkham Origins. The musical topics at work serve to both characterize Batman, the
main hero of the story, and to support ludic functions in combat-related scenarios. Ayers
describes how the musical score related to Batman is marked with the misterioso cue which
complements the ombra topic employed by the overall musical theme.104 The mysterious
combined with the supernatural constitute the main associations listeners experience when
hearing the theme for Batman, a tragic hero steeped in mysterious origins and equal parts heroic
and dark. These topical associations intended by the composer for Arkham Origins are also
present in various game scenarios along Batman’s journey.
Ayers notes that Arkham Origins employs a subtle demonic style topic during Batman’s
traversal of Gotham City in order to influence the player to remain on the move, never staying in
one place for too long.105 The demonic style, according to Dickensheets, can bring to mind
“fantastic images of specters” and similarly other-worldly entities.106 So while Batman is not an
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otherworldly entity, he purposely appears that way to his enemies, and this is reflected in the
music that surrounds his character. When players encounter a group of enemies, the music track
assumes a military/march style characterized by louder dynamics (to contrast with the more
subdued misterioso/ombra during exploration) as well as more active musical textures, the
purpose of which is to engage the player and focus their efforts on overcoming a dangerous
obstacle.107 Dickensheets notes that the march topic (encompassed by the military style) is
“[o]ften associated with… [the] military… [and could] be combined with other topics such as the
Demonic Style.”108 Thus, the use of the military/march topics properly accentuates the action of
Batman’s combat scenarios.
One can then infer that the composer’s intent in the use of these topics in the Arkham
Origins score is to characterize Batman as a constantly roving vigilante, emerging from the
mysterious shadows as an action hero who must actively combat evil in his city. In the
exploration music track, the intended emotional response stemming from the use of a subdued
demonic style is one of subtle anxiety. Players do not feel at ease remaining still and are spurred
to keep moving, which propels them toward new encounters that will advance their adventure.
Thus, the composer’s intent to facilitate constant player movement in exploration while keeping
in theme with Batman’s character is evident from the use of supernatural and ominous
associations stemming from the demonic style. In the combat music track, the intended
emotional response arising from the military/march topics is one of heightened attention and
active self-preservation. The constant beat of the march and the associated reference to the
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military sets players’ mentality to one of battle and duty, which complements Batman’s mission
and duty to bring evildoers to justice through swift, violent action.
While Ayers’ analysis of musical topics consisted mostly of existing topics discussed by
Ratner and Dickensheets, it is also possible for the existence of new topics to arise. Sean
Atkinson explores the emergence of a soaring topic that has evolved through the troping of
numerous preexisting topics. Troping, according to Atkinson, is “the combination of two or more
established musical topics that lead to the emergence of a trope.”109 Specifically, the soaring
topic is a combination of other topics associated with mechanization, military, transcendence,
and the supernatural.110 While flight was not a concept around which topics of the 18th and 19th
centuries could be based, technological advancements allowing mechanized flight as well as the
depiction of flight in movies and video games has led to a trope that has become a recognized
soaring topic.111 This can be heard in the flying theme from Superman: The Movie (1977) where
Superman takes Lois Lane on a flight through the city.112
To put this in the context of video games, Atkinson analyzes the soaring topic in The
Legend of Zelda’s Skyward Sword. Here, he describes the music track that plays when Link is
flying on his Skyloft companion as containing martial characteristics (which allude to Link’s
heroic status) as well as strong components of the soaring topic, such as “rising melodic leaps,
upward harp flourishes, and consistently rising melodic lines.”113 However, the implementation
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of the soaring topic in Skyward Sword is different compared to other instances of the soaring
topic. In Skyward Sword, the attainment of the highest note during the melodically ascending
leaps is never fully supported in the track, leaving the listener with a subtly unsatisfied feeling.
This, combined with the martial characteristics heard through the piece, can be inferred as the
composer intending to give the track a more determined feel instead of a more common awefilled aesthetic, which is fitting of a hero on a mission.
Wesley Bradford’s analysis of The Legend of Zelda’s Breath of the Wild discerns two
contrasting topics and how they are relevant to the narrative and gameplay.114 Regarding the
narrative, Bradford identifies two emergent topics surrounding the main conflicting forces in the
game: the nature topic and the mechanistic topic. These topics have a looser interpretation as
they mainly frame the game’s central conflict of nature versus machine. I previously discussed
(in Chapter 1) the example of the music cue that plays when players encounter the mechanical
guardian enemies. The music provides usability information to alert players that guardians are
inbound, and also affects their presence depending on how capable they are combating the foe.
The final piece in this analysis is composer intent, which I now address.
The guardian theme begins with a rapid piano descent before entering a minimalistic fastpaced ostinato on the piano that plays for the duration of the encounter, with the violin
occasionally interjecting flourishes that punctuate the combat. Rather than being fully
orchestrated, typical when encountering powerful foes, the guardian music instead relies on a
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more minimal use of instruments, the piano and violin being the main instruments at play.115 The
music mimics the behavior of the guardian where the opening piano line seemingly represents
the guardian booting up before the main combat loop kicks in, mimetically representing the
mechanical inner workings of the guardian (e.g. hearing steam release along with a steady
chugging of mechanical rhythms). Bradford characterizes this under the mechanistic topic, which
features musical signifiers such as “energetic repetition, synthetic and mechanical timbres,
obscure or absent melodic content, emphasis on dissonances, planning, and pointillistic
textures.”116 Given how closely this topic ties to the narrative, one can determine that most likely
the composer designed the composition to characterize the guardian as a single-minded machine
with the objective of eliminating the player on sight.
Eighteenth-century music was a rich breeding ground for the emergence of topics, or
sections of music that call to mind a concept, idea, or specific meaning. As noted by Chandler,
this definition can be broken down into signifiers and signified, where the signifiers are the
characteristics in sections of music, and the signified is the meaning received from recognizing
the signifiers.117 By identifying topics from the observed musical signifiers, one can then proceed
to analyze a possible composer intent for the music. In the next chapter, analysis on the game
Xenoblade Chronicles will be divided into the three combat situations outlined from the previous
chapter and for each situation I will analyze how the music designed by the composer affects a
player’s experience.
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CHAPTER 3: VIDEO GAME COMBAT CASE STUDIES

One of the most musically memorable experiences that a player can have in a video game
occurs during combat sequences. As Stephen Armstrong has written, “[b]attle music often
involves the most-repeated themes in the game; these are the cues that get ground deep into a
player’s memory and stay there for years.”118 This thesis divides the music surrounding combat
situations into three categories: regular combat, boss combat, and the transitions into and out of
combat. It’s important to make this distinction as music serves different roles depending on the
combat situation. Some fights can occur randomly, and thus has players listen to the music more
for its usability function, while other fights are more narratively driven, which results in the
music more heavily guiding a player’s presence. To discuss a singular game that features all of
these combat scenarios, the case studies in this chapter will focus on the game Xenoblade
Chronicles and how musical changes stemming from a composer’s designed experience impact
the player’s experience. The musical styles of modern video game music showcase
characteristics that are not necessarily captured in topics of the 18th and 19th centuries. However,
until a more modern set of topics is established for the music of the modern medium of video
games, this thesis will endeavor to adapt mostly Classic and Romantic period topics (with the
exception of modern topics introduced by other researchers) to the combat music discussed in
this chapter.
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Combat Transitions

In Xenoblade Chronicles, there is an area that is explored early in the game called Gaur
Plains. Here, players will find themselves either appropriately leveled or sometimes slightly
under-leveled compared to the many commonly repeating enemies in the area. This means that
their character’s strength will sometimes be appropriately sufficient or insufficient to take on
enemies. It will be natural for players to repeatedly fight these enemies in order to level up their
characters. While leveling up, players will likely encounter what the game calls a “unique
monster,” such as Territorial Rotbart. Unique monsters are more powerful and bigger than
common foes, and they have a unique battle theme that plays when fighting them. Upon hearing
the unique monster theme, it spurs an immediate reaction from players that forces them to
quickly decide whether to engage in combat or to run away while also evoking potential feelings
of fear and terror or courage and excitement. Video 1 shows an example of encountering the
Territorial Rotbart where the player in this case is too low of a level to fight him, resulting in
needing to run away as soon as the unique monster’s theme is heard.119 This particular example
is what I consider a transition into combat and it’s one of the first moments in the game up to this
point that causes players to truly pay attention to musical transitions.
To understand the significance of the transition into the unique monster theme, one must
contrast it with the existing overworld music that gets interrupted when this theme begins, as
well as consider the composer intent for each piece. The overworld theme of Gaur Plains features
expansive runs in the violins, a simple melody in the strings and flute, some rhythmic
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interjections from an acoustic guitar, and an underlying bass guitar line that gives a harmonic
foundation to the music.120 Much of the instrumentation features acoustic and woodwind timbres.
Figure 7 shows a simplified reduction of the overworld theme showcasing the violins/flute,
guitar, and drum set. The acoustic guitar adds a rhythmic texture during interludes in the melody
from the violins and flute.
This overworld music closely aligns with Wesley Bradford’s nature topic, which is
characterized as having “[s]implicity in instrumentation, melody, harmony, and rhythm.”121
There are few instrumental textures in the Gaur Plains theme that compete for the listener’s
attention as the violins and flute share the same melodic line. This melody is easy enough in
nature for one to sing it, meaning an untrained singer could replicate the melody easily. There is
also one instrument, the bass guitar, that provides the harmonic foundation for the piece. The
only difference between Gaur Plains and Bradford’s nature topic is the rhythm. As seen in Figure
7, the melody is rhythmically more complex in that it contains syncopation and multiple dotted
rhythms. This can then be considered a trope of Bradford’s nature topic, as the Gaur Plains
theme removes the simple rhythmic aspect of the nature topic, one aspect of troping noted by
Sean Atkinson.122
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Figure 7 Reduced Transcription of “Gaur Plains” Daytime Theme
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles: Definitive Edition. Transcription by author.
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The more rhythmically complex nature of this overworld theme can then uncover the potential
composer intent for this piece. The music pushes players onwards and encourages them to
explore the vast new area they are encountering (as Gaur Plains is a large area to traverse). The
nature theme of Gaur Plains fits in with the naturalistic settings, which enhances the immersive
qualities of this location; it also gives players an urge to explore this open new location filled
with seemingly peaceful creatures all while disguising the presence of more menacing monsters,
which enhances players’ presence. This theme also exemplifies a Usability-Immersion
relationship. The lively nature theme confers a degree of safety, providing Usability information
to players that the monsters in this area are generally not over-powered and thus safe to fight in
regular combat. This enhances the immersive qualities of this location as a relatively safe area
for new players.
In contrast, the unique monster theme gives players the need to pay attention to their
surroundings as a combat encounter is upon them. The first musical components recognized are
repetitive chord progressions in the horns, the presence of an electric guitar, faster tempo, louder
dynamics, and more active drums. Figure 8 shows the dissonant chord progressions that start the
unique monster theme called “You Will Know Our Names.” Electric instruments are featured
more prominently, providing a stark contrast to the acoustic instrumentation of the overworld
theme. Consistent with how Armstrong characterized typical JRPG battle themes, there is more
rhythmic activity in this theme compared to the overworld music, and the repetitive nature of the
music signifies that a player is in combat.123 A striking chord from the electric guitar serves to
immediately contrast with the peaceful overworld music through its jarring timbre.
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Figure 8 Reduced Transcription of "You Will Know Our Names” Theme
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles: Definitive Edition. Transcription by author.
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Combined with a faster tempo, louder dynamics, and more active drums, these factors give the
impression of heightened tension associated with imminent combat.
As shown in Figure 8, the opening chords in this theme alternate between minor and
major qualities while shifting up and down a half step chromatically between adjacent pairs of
chords. This, along with a wailing drawn out note from the electric guitar, immediately
highlighting the more electronic qualities in the music, suggests a potential subdued demonic
style. As noted by Janice Dickensheets, the demonic style “often makes use of the minor mode…
[or] a harshly wicked major key can also be employed in conjunction with frequent diminished
chords.”124 This style calls to mind in some cases the supernatural and evokes that of a menacing
character.125 In this context, the unique monster is the menacing character being called to mind.
Additionally, as this is battle music, it follows conventions that were laid out by Armstrong,
these being the inclusion of “minor keys, fast tempos, dissonance, driving bass lines, chaotic
textures, relatively harsh or noisy timbres, and so forth.”126 These characteristics are in line with
what Ratner calls Sturm und Drang (or Storm and Stress). The signifiers for this topic include
“driving rhythms, full texture, minor mode harmonies, chromaticism, sharp dissonances, and an
impassioned style of declamation.”127 It’s important to note that the Sturm und Drang topic is
common in battle themes due to these signifiers matching many of the conventions for battle
music and it will show up again in analysis of forthcoming case studies in this chapter.
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The composer intent when considering the demonic and Sturm und Drang topics becomes
clearer when considering the context this music is heard in. Unique monsters early in the game
are generally not monsters that players can defeat upon first encountering them, and the
Territorial Rotbart is no exception. Later in the game, however, players are more powerful and
thus more capable of defeating the unique monster. It can then be said that the intent behind this
music is to make players aware that the monster this music accompanies is not something to be
ignored and to consider their next decisions carefully but quickly (supported by the music’s fast
tempo). From this example, one can see that the Usability-Engagement relationship is at play.
The musical change transitioning into combat with Territorial Rotbart is usability information
that alerts the players and helps them react appropriately, thus helping their engagement with the
combat.
The two cues that have been discussed for combat transitions are part of separate musical
modules that play depending on player actions. It differs from player to player when these
modules switch from one to the other, reinforcing how all journeys though video games are
unique, as noted by Elizabeth Medina-Gray.128 As the switch between the overworld theme and
“You Will Know Our Names” features disjunct musical modules, essential usability information
is provided to players.129
When players first encounter Territorial Rotbart, they are under-leveled, presenting
Rotbart as a monster to be avoided as he cannot be defeated at this time. The music becomes a
warning at this point, signifying to run away upon hearing the first electric guitar chord. The
Elizabeth Medina-Gray, “Meaningful Modular Combinations: Simultaneous Harp and Environmental Music in
Two Legend of Zelda Games,” in Music in Video Games, ed. K. J. Donnelly, William Gibbons, and Neil Lerner
(New York: Routledge, 2014), 105.
129
Medina-Gray, Meaningful Modular Combinations, 105.
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disjunct transition into the unique monster theme provides usability information by announcing
the presence of the dangerous Rotbart. Players may then experience feelings of terror and being
on edge in this situation. Therefore, their fleeing is out of self-preservation and creates a tense
player presence around the area that Territorial Rotbart patrols. As players feel scared for their
character’s well-being, it may lead them to avoid the area where the Territorial Rotbart can be
found. In a similar manner to the guardians that patrol around Hyrule Castle, Bradford notes that
the guardian theme can “steer players away from this area early in the game…”130
Later in the game, when players have leveled up their characters, they may return to Gaur
Plains in order to exact revenge. The music now becomes a rise to the challenge, indicating that
this encounter will be a test of skill to see whether the player can best this foe. The opening
electric guitar chords now urge the player on rather than away. The unique monster theme
becomes a motivated player presence rather than a tense one.
Through this example, it can be observed how combat transitions can provide both
usability and affect player presence. When the player first hears the unique monster at a lower
level, the theme is heard solely for its subdued demonic and busy musical textures, creating a
sense of panic for the character’s safety. Later, when players hear the unique monster theme at a
higher level, the theme embodies less of these demonic qualities that caused them to previously
run away but rather it now becomes a rise to the challenge. A foe whose existence was once
something to run away from now becomes an enemy that can be overcome.

130

Bradford, “Exploring,” 8–9.
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Regular Combat

As battling any unique monster proves more difficult than regularly occurring enemies,
there is a high possibility of a character in your party losing all of their HP (Health Points) and
thus “dying.” It is important to quickly recognize when this occurs, so that players can revive
their fallen teammates.
Xenoblade Chronicles features a special musical track, called “Enemies Closing In,” that
plays immediately when someone in the party falls in battle (as exemplified in Video 2).131 This
disjunct switch between music modules is similar to the example of combat transitions discussed
previously; these both provide usability information to which players can quickly react as a result
of the disjunction.132 In contrast to combat transitions, regular combat involves players being
more mentally tasked with keeping track of their abilities, their placement relative to the enemy,
and their own health.133 This myriad of combat considerations makes it easy to become unaware
of other factors such as the health of fellow party members. Without sound, the falling of a party
member could go unnoticed by players.134 Recall that this was a problem outlined in Kristine
Jørgensen’s experiment that was discussed earlier in Chapter 1 regarding how the lack of sound
could cause players to feel “left completely in the dark….”135
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Video 2: https://vimeo.com/638061709
Elizabeth Medina-Gray, “Meaningful Modular Combinations: Simultaneous Harp and Environmental Music in
Two Legend of Zelda Games,” in Music in Video Games, ed. K. J. Donnelly, William Gibbons, and Neil Lerner
(New York: Routledge, 2014), 104–121.
133
The combat system in Xenoblade Chronicles revolves around players strategically attacking enemies from
specific angles (such as behind or to the side) to deal bonus damage. Maneuvering the character to these specific
areas around the enemy makes the AI’s actions when controlling the other party members a less important
consideration when in the heat of battle.
134
Recall that this is music’s acousmatic function coming into play, discussed in Chapter 1.
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Kristine Jørgensen, “Left in the Dark: Playing Computer Games with the Sound Turned Off,” in Interactive
Audio in Games and New Media, ed. Karen Collins (University of Waterloo, Canada: Ashgate, 2008), 166.
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Upon a party member’s death, the music in “Enemies Closing In” begins, opening with
rhythmically harsh sounding trumpets and trombones playing in unison while the horns punctate
a C#5 eighth note on the third beat of the first measure. As seen in the excerpted reduction of
Figure 9 the repeated dotted rhythms in the trumpets and trombones signify a potential march
style. In addition, the constant chromatic shifting of notes in the violins/horn melody and the
highly dissonant chord from the synths at the end of measures 2–3 create harsh timbres that point
to the demonic style. This fusion of march and demonic styles is noted by Dickensheets when
pointing out other topics that the march style can combine with.136
Based on the beginning of this piece and given the topics associated with it, it can be
understood that this theme is meant to give players dread upon hearing it. The quick and
repetitive nature of the bassline that continues throughout the whole excerpt gives a demanding
intensity that draws attention even if players are in the flow of combat. This along with
beginning accents from the horns, and harsh dissonances in the melody and synths instills a sense
of unease as players must search for their fallen comrades in the battlefield in order to revive
them.
To put this in context, I will once again return to the earlier mentioned Territorial Rotbart
example.137 In the previous example I analyzed only the first few moments of hearing the theme
“You Will Know Our Names,” as that was all players were required to hear before they needed
to make a decision with the information the music gave them.

Dickensheets, “The Topical Vocabulary,” 102.
If one recalls the definitions I proposed for this thesis regarding what is classified as regular and boss combat,
and the transitions into these combat scenarios, one might question if the Territorial Rotbart can be analyzed in
regular combat. The answer is yes because as Rotbart is a unique monster (meaning there is only one Territorial
Rotbart in the whole game), it is not a boss-level foe. Players are free to avoid or defeat Rotbart each time they
encounter him as he will respawn like other commonly occurring enemies and holds no narrative significance.
136
137
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Figure 9 Enemies Closing In, Reduced Transcription
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles: Definitive Edition. Transcription by author.
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For this example, I will extend my analysis of the theme as there is another topic that presents
itself should players choose to stay and engage the unique monster. This added topical analysis is
to account for the musical background players hear during prolonged engagement with a unique
monster as the composer intent becomes slightly altered upon recognizing the emergence of an
additional topic.
The excerpt in Figure 10 includes the trumpet melody leading up to and including the
electric guitar solo that plays around the middle of the theme “You Will Know Our Names.” The
trumpet section serves as a fanfare, marking the turning point in the piece from the demonic style
to a new topic as well as introducing the upcoming electric guitar solo. The overall section is
reminiscent of the heroic style described by Dickensheets who says that it’s used “frequently to
signify victory… It’s fanfare figures often encompass the entire orchestra and are frequently
accompanied by timpani and trumpet… in an expansive show of heroism.”138 While there isn’t
an entire orchestra performing the theme, making the trumpets a more prominent voice over the
previous violins, horns, and trombones that were dominant in the beginning (see Figure 8 from
earlier) still fulfills the purpose of the fanfare in that it musically announces an important figure
(in this case the solo). In the same way that Ayers said the heroic style is subdued in Arkham
Origins to match the ombra topic associated with Batman’s character, the heroic style is also
adapted in “You Will Know Our Names.”139

Dickensheets, “The Topical Vocabulary,” 118.
William Ayers, “How Video Game Music Plays Us: Musical Topics, Modularity, and Compulsion Loops,”
Forthcoming.
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Figure 10 You Will Know Our Names, Reduced Transcription
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles: Definitive Edition. Transcription by author.
Note: This is excerpted from around the middle of the track where the theme has transitioned into the heroic topic.
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Its placement in the middle (most notably starting at the beginning of the electric guitar solo)
serves not to celebrate victory, but rather to encourage players. Since they have passed the
menacing demonic style portion and have lived long enough in the battle, this shift from demonic
to heroic style signifies the evenness in strength between the player and the foe.140 This heroic
style makes the transition to the demonic style of the “Enemies Closing In” theme all the more
distinct.
When players are fighting Territorial Rotbart (or any monster, for that matter), there is
the possibility of the music to suddenly switch to the “Enemies Closing In” theme. Upon hearing
this, players may experience a variety of emotions, the most common being panic. In battle, as
each party member serves a different role that’s vital to success, it becomes apparent when that
contribution is not being fulfilled. Therefore, in battles where the player and enemy are closely
matched, the fight becomes tense when a party member falls. Players may find themselves
quickly rotating their camera perspective in order to find their fallen party member.141 In this
case, the theme’s dissonant and relentless march-like textures heighten a player’s sense of unease
and panic as the party not being at full strength could result in additional members falling, thus
losing the battle.
In contrast, players may want an added challenge to the fight, potentially letting party
members fall on purpose. The increase in difficulty causes the theme to become that of a

140

If a player is too weak to battle the unique monster, then the heroic style will not present itself as they will have
most likely died before reaching that point in the music. Similarly, if a player is over-leveled, then they most likely
would have defeated the unique monster too quickly to hear anything beyond the demonic style portion of the
theme.
141
There is more nuance to the game’s combat mechanics than what this thesis covers, however, it can be noted that
players are only allowed to revive fallen party members if they have a bar in their party meter, which fills upon
successful attacks on enemies. If players find themselves with zero bars in the party meter, they may feel more panic
as they cannot immediately revive anyone.
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challenge instead of signaling party death, as having a reduced number of active party members
means that any mistake made by the player could cause them to lose the battle. Players in this
case feel tense, not because they are panicking over their fallen party members, but rather
because they enjoy the added challenge of the battle. The music supports this as the aggressive
aspect of the march topic in the trumpets and trombones serves to constantly remind players that
one mistake could result in their death as they have fewer party members to support them. The
transition into the “Enemies Closing In” theme thus showcases the Usability-Engagement
relationship in that the change in music provides usability information about a party member
falling and it helps the player adapt their gameplay accordingly, enhancing their engagement
with the combat.

Boss Combat

For players that crave battles that are more difficult than the average combat encounter,
there are boss battles that provide a suitable challenge. In Xenoblade Chronicles, there are many
boss battles that occur throughout the story that contain narratively significant story elements
that either introduce or end a problem. In Xenoblade Chronicles, the player is spurred on to
defeat certain enemies who impede their progress or pose a threat to their objectives. Upon
overcoming these bosses, new narrative events occur that provide new mysteries or problems for
the player to address, thus advancing the plot. One of these boss battles occurs towards the
middle of the game against the Leone Telethia (as shown in Figure 11). The Leone Telethia is a
huge flying beast capable of reading the minds of its enemies, making it able to dodge attacks
and thus more difficult to defeat. This boss in particular stands out because this fight serves two
66

narrative purposes: 1) It introduces the Telethia, a type of monster that becomes more relevant
towards the end of the game, and 2) it caps off the introductory arc for the character Melia (a
character who drives the plot forward after this boss encounter), where defeating this boss is
necessary in order for her to join the party as a permanent member.

Figure 11 The Leone Telethia Boss
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles: Definitive Edition
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/iA6Fezg8Eiw/maxresdefault.jpg

Unlike the previous two case studies, the music that plays during this boss encounter
serves less of a usability function and more of an aesthetic background that helps shape player
presence towards defeating the boss.142 As bosses serve more as a skill checkpoint and a barrier
to continuing the narrative, the consideration for transitions into combat typically does not apply,
It should be noted that it is still possible for the “Enemies Closing In” theme that was discussed in the Regular
Combat section to interrupt a boss encounter’s music theme if a party member falls. Here, this change in music does
convey usability information to the player, but mostly helps the player to return to a state where they can fight the
boss on even terms and experience the boss music track.
142
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making music’s role as a usability function less prevalent. That’s not to say that there are no
musical changes during boss fights. For many games, bosses are usually introduced via a
cutscene, letting players mentally prepare for the upcoming boss fight, and these bosses often
have a second phase to the fight. Depending on the game, the transition of a boss from phase 1 to
phase 2 can either occur without interrupting the gameplay or it can involve an intermediate
cutscene and a change in music tracks. Battles against the final boss of the game often feature a
unique musical track. As noted by Gregory Rossetti, “Having a specific final battle theme serves
multiple purposes in video games... This encounter, and the ending sequence in general, served
as a reward for the player's accomplishment. The music composed for this conclusion had a
special significance, as only the most skilled players could experience it.”143 However, musical
changes for bosses that hold less narrative significance compared to the final boss (such as the
Leone Telethia) can still feature impactful semiotic meaning through the skillful use of topics.
In Xenoblade Chronicles, the musical track “An Obstacle in Our Path” typically signals an
upcoming fight when heard in a cutscene. Video 3 shows the cutscene that opens with this theme
prior to the fight against the Leone Telethia, and as players by this point in the game know to
associate this theme with an upcoming fight, they are able to mentally prepare.144 This often
involves the realization that the cutscene will transition into combat, so it is necessary to pick up
the controller as the theme indicates the end of the lengthy cutscene and the resuming of
gameplay. The scene begins with the Telethia swooping in on our heroes in dramatic fashion and
Melia declaring her intent to avenge her brethren whom the Telethia had slain. The Telethia’s

Gregory James Rossetti, “Overworlds, Towns, and Battles: How Music Develops the Worlds of Role-Playing
Video Games” (PhD diss., Rutgers University, 2020), 75.
144
Video 3: https://vimeo.com/638062023
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entrance coincides with the start of “An Obstacle in Our Path,” which is immediately punctuated
with a quick-paced micro-rhythm in the strings and electric guitar as seen in the reduced
transcription of Figures 12 and 13. These characteristics immediately indicate the Sturm und
Drang topic, described by Agawu as having “an agitated microrhythmic texture, modal
coloration, and a summary intensity of utterance.”145 The rhythmic intro leads into an electric
guitar melody in the minor mode with the bass guitar continuing the texture from the
introduction. This guitar melody gets capped off with a harmonic outburst from the violins
reminiscent to a fanfare, however, there is no signification of victory as the fanfare is chromatic
(rather than major), giving off a feeling of uncertainty as to who will triumph in the fight. By this
time in the theme, the simple and powerful melody of the electric guitar is firmly foregrounded
and the cutscene has ended, allowing the player to commence combat. The methodic textures of
the electric guitar are reminiscent of a subtle demonic style, characterizing the Leone Telethia as
a true monster that must be brought down. The player, upon dealing enough damage to the Leone
Telethia foe, will be introduced to a cutscene leading into the second phase of the battle. The
cutscene and subsequent combat encounter feature the theme “Engaging the Enemy,” which has
musical characteristics that contrast with the preceding “An Obstacle in Our Path” theme.
In the cutscene preceding the second phase of the fight (shown in Video 4), the Telethia
proves too powerful for the heroes as it has regenerative powers, however, when Melia considers
giving up, Shulk convinces her to resolve to avenge her brethren and take down the Telethia.146
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Kofi Agawu, Playing with Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1991), 37.
146
Video 4: https://vimeo.com/638063616
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Figure 12 Part 1 of Reduced Transcription of "An Obstacle in Our Path"
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles: Definitive Edition. Transcription by author.
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Figure 13 Part 2 of Reduced Transcription of "An Obstacle in Our Path"
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles: Definitive Edition. Transcription by author.
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In this cutscene and the ensuing combat, the music is in a noticeably slower tempo,
featuring striking opening piano chords followed by an electric guitar solo as seen in the reduced
transcriptions of Figures 14 and 15.

Figure 14 Reduced Transcription of Opening for "Engage the Enemy"
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles: Definitive Edition. Transcription by author.

The solo is reminiscent of the singing style, described by Ratner as having “a moderate
tempo, the melodic line featuring relatively slow note values, and a rather narrow range.”147 The
solo is in full force by the time the cutscene ends and gameplay resumes, with the violins picking
up the melodic line as shown in the reduced transcription of this part of the theme in Figure 16.
This transition from the Sturm und Drang of “An Obstacle in Our Path” to the singing style of
“Engaging the Enemy” is further differentiated in the switch from a minor to major mode. This
musical transition indicates the composer’s intent to reflect the renewed resolve of the characters
to exact justice on an overwhelming foe.

147

Ratner, Classic Music, 19. Except for the narrow range, the electric guitar solo conforms to the characteristics
described by Ratner for singing style.
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Figure 15 Reduced Transcription of Electric Guitar Solo Section of "Engage the Enemy"
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles: Definitive Edition. Transcription by author.
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Figure 16 Reduced Transcription of During Transition from Cutscene to Gameplay in "Engage the Enemy"
Source: Xenoblade Chronicles: Definitive Edition. Transcription by author.
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The resultant effect on the player’s presence may also result in renewed resolve to finish a
potentially difficult combat encounter and empathize with the characters’ goal of righting the
wrongs of powerful enemies. Following the arduous battle with the Telethia and finally avenging
Melia’s fallen comrades, the player can feel empowered from their musical experience to echo
Melia’s proclamation: “Justice has been served.”148
Thomas Yee describes a similar musical transition in the final boss battle in Xenoblade
Chronicles.149 In this fight, the player confronts Zanza, a person who claims to be a god and uses
his powers to enslave the people of Shulk’s home of Bionis. Yee notes the dual use of rock
music (associated with individualism and defiance) and sacred music (associated with
collectivism and spirituality) in the first phase of the fight against Zanza, symbolizing the
conflict between Shulk’s humanity and Zanza’s oppression as a self-proclaimed god.150
However, the second phase of the boss battle features a change in both Zanza, who assumes his
ultimate divine form, and Shulk, who gains the power of his friends to fight Zanza on even
terms. In the second phase of the fight, the rock music gives way completely to sacred musical
tones, mirroring three narrative realities according to Yee: 1) Zanza’s overwhelming divine
power, 2) the narrative significance of the ensuing events, and 3) Shulk’s potential to match
Zanza’s divine power.151 Furthermore, the transition from the authority-defying associations of
the rock music from the first combat phase to the takeover of the sacred music signifies
overtones of a collective hope from the inhabitants of Bionis in deliverance from Zanza as

This proclamation is not to be confused with the phrase “Justice for Melia,” which refers to objections in the
fanbase to the tragedy of Melia’s unrequited love for Shulk, whose heart already belongs to another character.
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Thomas B. Yee, “Battle Hymn of the God-Slayers: Troping Rock and Sacred Music Topics in Xenoblade
Chronicles,” Journal of Sound and Music in Games 1, no. 1 (2020): 2–19.
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Yee, “Battle Hymn,” 10–11.
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conveyed through communal vocals in the music.152 Even though Yee’s example involves a boss
that’s on a different level of narrative significance, it demonstrates the same musical principles
that apply to multi-phase bosses in general. In both the Telethia and Zanza boss fights, the
second phase of the fight showed a change in resolve that was reflected musically as well as
narratively. The second phase of both fights involved a slower tempo, and the Telethia fight
featured a change from minor mode to major mode (the first instance of music that I have
analyzed that has this major mode). These changes are a reflection of a contrasting shift in the
employed set of topics from the first phase to the second phase. This supports the composer’s
intended goal of giving players the resolve to push on and succeed in the second phase of an
overwhelming boss. These musical changes between phases in a boss fight demonstrate the
Engagement-Presence relationship as the transition from Phase 1 to Phase 2 alerts players that
overcoming Phase 1 has made an impact on the narrative, thus progressing through the fight. In
the case of the Telethia boss fight, players may resonate with taking revenge on the monster for
killing numerous people and may feel emboldened to finish the boss encounter, all of which
supports their presence.
The topical choices made by a composer in music have the potent ability to
fundamentally influence how different players experience a game. As discussed in the chapter,
this is strongly evidenced in the music surrounding the combat situations in video games. This
chapter explored the implications of topical choices on the player experience in three case studies
surrounding the combat music in Xenoblade Chronicles. In music for transitions into combat,
topics such as demonic style and Sturm und Drang immediately alert players to the presence of
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an overwhelming foe, spurring players to run away in fear or to resolve to rise to the challenge
depending on their level of preparedness. In the music employed during regular combat, topics
such as demonic style and march are used by the composer to instill musical contrast and impart
tension to the situation of a party member falling. Conveying this information quickly to players
may give them a sense of panic and urgency or it may cause them to feel an increase in tension if
they prefer the challenge of fighting with a handicap. Finally, the musical changes involved in
announcing the different phases of a boss allow the composer to powerfully color the intended
emotional response of players to the narrative events through the transition from more menacing
topics such as Sturm und Drang to more reflective and resolute topics such as singing style. In
each instance, the composer’s choices of topic in the music surrounding these combat scenarios
provide the usability information needed to inform gameplay during battle as well as the
emotional indicators essential for driving a player’s sense of presence in the game.

Conclusion

In this thesis, I have discussed usability, presence, immersion, and engagement, and how
these terms tie into my analytical framework for analyzing how composer choices in musically
designed experiences affect the player experience in video game combat scenarios. Usability and
presence are tied to the Player Experience as they combine to give meaning to players, which can
differ from person to person. Immersion and engagement comprise the Designed Experience as
these are the elements of a game that can be directly influenced by a composer. To understand
how the Designed Experience can affect the Player Experience, I’ve looked to topic theory to
help uncover what the possible composer intent is for pieces as the musical choices in music
77

determine what meanings composers wish to impart on players. Despite this, as all players are
different, even the same music can affect players in different ways and mean different things in
their video game experience. To show what I mean by this, I examined three case studies in the
game Xenoblade Chronicles: transitions into combat, regular combat, and boss combat. In each
instance, the composer’s choices of topic in the music surrounding these combat scenarios
provided the usability information needed to inform gameplay during battle as well as the
emotional indicators essential for driving a player’s sense of presence in the game.
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